
NOTES
D1D1PLIS DIANDRA (LYTHRACEAE) IN SOUTHEASTERNMEX-

ICO.—Didiplis diandra (DC.) Wood., is a small, delicate aquatic plant
winch h qncntl) [lowers total!) subm rged and i found in Inll.m quid
temporal water. Due to similar leaf shape it can be easily confused on first

glance with the genus Callitriche.

The importance of this collection in southeastern Mexico lies in the fact

that until now Didiplis has been considered a monotypic genus endemic to

eastern North America (Graham, 1975). It is reported from Texas to Florida

in the south to Minnesota and Virginia to the north, although, the herbaria
m southeastern United States contain a total of only 12 specimens from Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Virginia, according to

Graham.

This collection of Didiplis ' idi (wa ma le very near the city of Cam-
peche, in a small logwood swamp { tin ml ) of I iaematoxyhon campechianum.
The plants were completely submerged with the exception of a few smaller

individuals which were ^rowim; upon very wet soil. They were found in

bloom, in both submerged and very wet soil populations. The form of the

leaves changed from linear in the submerged plants to narrowly elliptic in

the emerged ones. The whole population grew mixed among grasses, which
made them very difficult to see.

Tins firsi report ol Didiplis diandra from the state of Campeche shows
that the genus is no longer endemic to eastern North America but apparently
li i innri

(
ii i\ At rribution However, due to its size and peculiar

habitat, it has gone unseen by collectors.

In terms of Mexico, it is worth reiterating that Novelo (1981) mentions
the necessity of intensifying the collections or aquatic plants in the south
which present elements with origins in the southeastern United States or
South America (Lot, et al., 1 980 ) , many ol winch are poorly known or of
:, limited known disi nluition.

The voucher specimen for this new report is A. Novelo 597, deposited
in the National Herbarium (MEXU). The collection was made with the

support of project PECNAL-790236 of the PNIE of the CONACyT.—
Alejandro Novelo Retana, Dcpartanienlo de Bolanica, Institute de Bwlogia,
Vniversidad Nacional Aiitunonia de Mexico.
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